Mary Anning’s Diary

Quick Questions
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Dear diary,
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As I walked down the beach in Dorset with my
brother Joe, something odd caught his eye. When
we looked closer, we could see it was a skull
sticking out of a rock. I got my hammer and
started to chip away at the rock until we
uncovered a skeleton. It looked like a crocodile
but I later found out that we had found the very
first fossil of a dinosaur that lived in the sea. I
am going to go fossil hunting every day now
with my dog, Tray. I cannot wait to see what I
will find.

104 Love from Mary.

1. Number these facts from 1 to 3 to show
the order they appear in the text.
Mary got her hammer.
Mary and Joe walked down the beach.
They uncovered a skeleton.
2. What do you think Mary and Joe did
with the fossil?
______________________________________
______________________________________
3. Why might Mary be excited to find more
fossils?
______________________________________
______________________________________
4. What was Mary’s dog called?
______________________________________
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As I walked down the beach in Dorset with my
brother Joe, something odd caught his eye. When
we looked closer, we could see it was a skull
sticking out of a rock. I got my hammer and
started to chip away at the rock until we
uncovered a skeleton. It looked like a crocodile
but I later found out that we had found the very
first fossil of a dinosaur that lived in the sea. I
am going to go fossil hunting every day now
with my dog, Tray. I cannot wait to see what I
will find.

104 Love from Mary.

1. Number these facts from 1 to 3 to show
the order they appear in the text.
2 Mary got her hammer.
1 Mary and Joe walked down the beach.
3 They uncovered a skeleton.
2. What do you think Mary and Joe did
with the fossil?
Accept any sensible prediction linked
to the text, e.g. They sold the fossil to a
museum to make lots of money.
3. Why might Mary be excited to find more
fossils?
Accept any sensible reason linked to
the text, e.g. She is excited to find more
fossils so that she can learn more about
dinosaurs.
4. What was Mary’s dog called?
Tray
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